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Many people involved in frontier areas of scientific study display a tendency to invoke the nomenclature of quantum mechanics to bolster their scholarly credibility with both the public and mainstream academia. While such strategies can be effective for clarification of subtle concepts, and may be useful ways of emphasizing the need for alternative perspectives of reality, carried to excess they can easily become counterproductive and should be deployed cautiously. First of all, there is an understandable, if not totally legitimate, recalcitrance of the “exact science” communities to surrender their proprietary quantum conceptualizations and classifications to what they regard as less precise and rigorous sectors, especially when such appropriations are blatantly shallow, if not totally incorrect. In our ongoing struggle for development of a broader conceptual framework capable of accommodating the subjective dimensions of reality, such naive representations tend to be more offensive than persuasive. But beyond this, they also tend to obscure the important fact that quantum mechanics, like any theoretical structure, is itself an essentially metaphorical technique for formalizing and communicating objective representations of subjective observations and interpretations of experimental data. As Albert Einstein so aptly put it:

> Concepts which have proved to be useful in ordering things easily acquire such an authority over us that we forget their human origin and accept them as invariable. [...] The system of concepts is a creation of man together with the rules of syntax, which constitute the structure of the conceptual systems. [...] All concepts, even those which are closest to experience, are from the point of view of logic freely chosen conventions. [...]

Over prior and ensuing years, scholars of various other backgrounds and insights also have proposed quantum mechanical treatments of consciousness mechanics, using an assortment of mathematical formalisms and figurative illustrations that have reflected their personal theoretical backgrounds and skills. In fact, many of the patriarchs of early quantum theory themselves had, individually and collectively, pondered the relevance to mind/matter issues, but largely deferred any attempts at resolution thereof pending the acquisition of more comprehensive and reliable empirical data. 

More recently, however, the popularity of quantum analogies for modeling all manner of anomalous phenomena has been penetrating much further into the communities currently addressing the assessment, comprehension, and utilization of a much broader range of consciousness-related topics. Not only does this trend further alienate quantum physicists, but it adds the unfortunate effect of promulgating implicit...
assumptions that limit the effects under study to strictly physical interpretations, thereby precluding options for more profound ways of thinking. In our view, this proliferation of quantum logic and jargon is now becoming intellectually and pragmatically unproductive, and should be utilized more astutely lest it deteriorate into simplistic mantras and slogans that obfuscate attempts to develop more seaworthy models of the fundamental processes underlying the consciousness dynamics in play.

Fascinating as our consciousness-correlated anomalies may be in their own right, their higher intellectual value lies in the hints they provide regarding the broader experiences of consciousness, per se, and of the inadequacies and outright errors that persist in our prevailing attempts to construct incisive models thereof. Titillating coffee table conversations invoking “quantum leaps” or “collapsing wave functions” do not greatly advance our comprehension of the full sweep of the capabilities of the human mind.

To pursue that epistemological challenge, rather than resorting to some metaphorical re-fry of sexy quantum concepts and language, we need rather to develop a fresh lexicon of scientific conceptualization that can capture and advance the deeper essence of our most precious and powerful capacities for information acquisition, processing, and utilization. Most notably, we need to extend the sweep of scientific methodology to embrace the subjective, as well as, the objective dimensions of human experience. This caution by no means needs to exclude the use of aptly selected metaphors, but it does enjoin us to recognize them as such and to realize that even they cannot convey the deeper ontological aspects of reality. Rather, like all other theoretical tools, they are attempting merely to share useful representations of how human consciousness perceives reality, and indeed in some sense, participates in its very creation and organization. This is no playground for naïve or sloppy language or thought; it is very sacred scientific terrain.
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